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There have been no major developments this year but constant communication with TDC over 
issues with pathways and roads: 

 Mapua Drive South Excavation Remediation: The developer who derived benefit from this 
excavation did not seem to be responsible for funding the remediation  of the damage caused 
by the work – replanting the trees planted by the community and fixing the road that was 
badly damaged by the heavy trucks involved. This has fallen back on the TDC and hence 
rate payers. The road has finally been made partially safe after frost caused an accident but 
the quality of the work is pretty substandard. Richard Hilton is to liaise with Helen Bibby 
over the planting and possible integration of a new track with the Higgs Reserve track. This 
has yet to take place. 

 Aranui Road Resealing: This was carried out in June as expected after multiple trenching 
that was part of the water, waste water and storm water project carried out by Donaldsons. 
The work was appallingly bad  and representatives of the community met with Jamie 
McPherson to point out the issues but we have yet to hear back as to what the remediation 
might be. 

 Aranui Road South Side Pathway: This pathway and the remediation of the south side of 
this road has been on the TDC programme for years and it is now a priority as the current 
north side pathway is jammed dangerously with pedestrians, cyclists and scooterers. Very 
little has to be done to create an alternative pathway as part of the Great Taste Trail but we 
are advised that this work is #68 on the TDC’s pathway programme! A glimmer of hope has 
been provided from the TDC’s “Pathways and Cycleways Strategy” with active transport 
moving up the list of priorities for TDC’s developments. 

 Signage has been installed between #72 and #73 Mapua Drive to direct south bound cyclists 
across to the new cycleway before they get caught in the 80kph zone. The debate about 
changing the 80kph zone to a 50kph limit has yet to be resolved! 

 
Submissions were made for the Moutere-Waimea Ward Reserve Management Plan. These were 
focused on the area around the Mapua Domain and the possible shared uses of the newly acquired 
area from the Mapua Inlets subdivision. The right of way and parking by the Bowling Club are 
contentious issues that have to be addressed in order to utilise the area to the best advantage. During 
the Plan hearing it was agreed that the MDCA should coordinate discussions amongst the interested 
parties on the integrated and efficient use of the extra space in the Reserve area. This has yet to be 
actioned. 
 
Submissions have been made to the TDC Walking and Cycling Strategy and the MDCA needs to 
advocate strongly for the development of our local pathway development proposals that fit within 
that srategy.(See Mapua Pathway Programme) 
 
I am retiring as Chair of the MDCA Roads and Pathways Subcommittee but look forward to seeing 
progress being made with the MDCA programme as it fits within the TDC and Government’s 
Active Transport strategy. 
 
Wayne Chisnall 
 


